M/s. Qalander Bux Abro & Company  
Suit No 710, Mashrique Center  
St. 6/A Block-14, Gulshan-e-Iqbal,  
Karachi.

PROJECT: GREEN LINE BRTS FROM KESC POWER HOUSE CHOWRANGI, SURJANI TO MUNICIPAL PARK, SADDAR KARACHI.

SUBJECT: Segment 2: 2 Minute Chowrangi to Nagan Chowrangi Contract Package KAR/BRTS/GL/04. [PPRA REF NO. TS273505E]

This has reference to your bid submitted for subject Contract Package # KAR/BRTS/GL/04 on 27th April, 2016 to KIDCL.

2. I am directed to inform you that your technical proposal was evaluated by the Evaluation Committee against the evaluation criteria provided in the bidding documents. We regret to inform you that your technical proposal for the aforesaid package has failed to qualify technically primarily for the following reasons:

   • Your technical bid was not substantially responsive to the technical requirements as enlisted in the IB clauses and Evaluation Criteria;

   • Despite specific clarifications requested, the bidder failed to provide admissible documentary evidence as to the completion of similar specific work experience / for claimed project (Metrobus Islamabad, package 2, sublet works). Neither Completion Certificate Verified by Engineer/ Employer Nor Sublet Agreement / Last Paid Invoice provided to substantiate the claim.

3. You are therefore accordingly requested to send your authorized representative to collect your sealed Financial Proposal / Price Bids and Bid Security on any working day during office hours from the office of KIDCL, at the address given in the bidding documents.

Engr. Syed Qaiser Ali  
Acting Chief Engineer Manager (Technical) - KIDCL

Copy for information to:

   • P.S to Chief Executive Officer (KIDCL)
   • Members, Technical Evaluation Committee.
M/s Echo West International Pvt Ltd
Engineer Contractor
C-27 KDA Scheme No 1
Main Karsaz Stadium Road
Karachi

PROJECT: GREEN LINE BRTS FROM KESC POWER HOUSE CHOWRANGI, SURJANI TO MUNICIPAL PARK, SADDAR KARACHI.

SUBJECT: Segment 2: 2 Minute Chowrangi to Nagan Chowrangi Contract Package KAR/BRTS/GL/04. [PPRA REF NO. TS273505E]

This has reference to your bid submitted for subject Contract Package # KAR/BRTS/GL/04 on 27th April, 2016 to KIDCL.

2. I am directed to inform you that your technical proposal was evaluated by the Evaluation Committee against the evaluation criteria provided in the bidding documents. We regret to inform you that your technical proposal for the aforesaid package has failed to qualify technically primarily for the following reasons:

- Your technical bid was not substantially responsive to the technical requirements as enlisted in the IB clauses and Evaluation Criteria;

- The bidder failed to provide admissible documentary evidence as to the successful completion of similar specific work experience / claimed project (Jalalabad-Torkhum road project). Neither Completion Certificate Verified by Engineer/ Employer nor other admissible documentary evidence was provided to substantiate the claim.

3. You are therefore accordingly requested to send your authorized representative to collect your sealed Financial Proposal / Price Bids and Bid Security on any working day during office hours from the office of KIDCL, at the address given in the bidding documents.

Engr. Syed Qaiser Ali
Acting Chief Engineer/Manager (Technical) - KIDCL

Copy for information to:
- P.S to Chief Executive Officer (KIDCL)
- Members, Technical Evaluation Committee.
M/s Reliance Consultancy & Engineering
18, Askari Villas, E Street off
Khayaban-e-Tauheed, DHA Phase V,
Karachi

PROJECT: GREEN LINE BRTS FROM KESC POWER HOUSE CHOWRANGI,
SURJANI TO MUNICIPAL PARK, SADDAR KARACHI.

SUBJECT: Segment 2: 2 Minute Chowrangi to Nagan Chowrangi Contract
Package KAR/BRTS/GL/04. [PPRA REF NO. TS273505E]

This has reference to your bid submitted for subject Contract Package #
KAR/BRTS/GL/04 on 27th April, 2016 to KIDCL.

2. I am directed to inform you that your technical proposal was evaluated by the
Evaluation Committee against the evaluation criteria provided in the bidding
documents. We regret to inform you that your technical proposal for the aforesaid
package has failed to qualify technically primarily for the following reasons:

- Your technical bid was not substantially responsive to the technical
requirements as enlisted in the IB clauses and Evaluation Criteria;
- Despite specific clarifications requested, the bidder failed to provide admissible
documentary evidence as to the completion of similar specific work experience /
for claimed project (Bridge on Indus River at Ghotki). Neither Completion
Certificate Verified by Engineer/ Employer nor other admissible documentary
evidence was provided to substantiate the claim.
- Contradictory information observed as to execution of the claimed project i.e.
Sole execution claimed in the technical proposal, wherein the client's certificate
stated otherwise.

3. You are therefore accordingly requested to send your authorized
representative to collect your sealed Financial Proposal / Price Bids and Bid
Security on any working day during office hours from the office of KIDCL, at the
address given in the bidding documents.

Engr. Syed Gaiser Ali
Acting Chief Engineer/Manager (Technical) - KIDCL

Copy for information to:
- P.S to Chief Executive Officer (KIDCL)
- Members, Technical Evaluation Committee.
M/s. Friends, MS & Hasni (JV)  
Office # 03, 1st Floor, Plot B-35,  
Block-16, Gulshan-e-Iqbal,  
Karachi

PROJECT: GREEN LINE BRTS FROM KESC POWER HOUSE CHOWRANGI,  
SURJANI TO MUNICIPAL PARK, SADDAR KARACHI.

SUBJECT: Segment 2: 2 Minute Chowranghi to Nagan Chowranghi Contract  
Package KAR/BRTS/GL/04. [PPRA REF NO. TS273505E]

This has reference to your bid submitted for subject Contract Package #  
KAR/BRTS/GL/04 on 27th April, 2016 to KIDCL.

2. I am directed to inform you that your technical proposal was evaluated by the  
Evaluation Committee against the evaluation criteria provided in the bidding  
documents. We regret to inform you that your technical proposal for the aforesaid  
package has failed to qualify technically primarily for the following reasons:

- Your technical bid was not substantially responsive to the technical  
requirements as enlisted in the IB clauses and Evaluation Criteria, esp. similar  
specific experience was not demonstrated as to be based on the physical size,  
complexity, methods / technology or other characteristics;

- The Technical Proposal failed to secure minimum 75% passing marks to  
qualify.

3 You are therefore accordingly requested to send your authorized  
representative to collect your sealed Financial Proposal / Price Bids and Bid  
Security on any working day during office hours from the office of KIDCL, at the  
address given in the bidding documents.

Engr. Syed Qaiser Ali  
Acting Chief Engineer/Manager (Technical) - KIDCL

Copy for information to:

- P.S to Chief Executive Officer (KIDCL)  
- Members, Technical Evaluation Committee.